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Abstract— Cloud computing is an emerging technology 

used to store and share huge volume of data. To ensure data 

security in cloud cryptographic techniques has been utilized 

however current encryption algorithms does not enforce 

privacy concerns over cipher text associated with multiple 

owners. The issues are co-owners of data do not know 

whether the data should be disseminated by the 

disseminator. In our proposed scheme we introduce a system 

which supports multi owner data sharing in cloud computing 

in secure manner. Here disseminator can share data to other 
users when the attributes satisfies the access policy of the 

encrypted data. To overcome privacy conflicts three policy 

aggregation strategies are considered such as full permit, 

owner priority and majority permit. In general, the 

authorized users can generate some search tokens and send 

them to the cloud for running the search operation. These 

search tokens can be used to extract all the cipher texts 

which are produced at any time and contain the 

corresponding keyword. Since this may lead to some 

information leakage, it is more secure to propose a scheme 

in which the search tokens can only extract the cipher texts 
generated in a specified time interval. Even an authorized 

user should decrypt the particular file within that periodic 

time it should be downloaded otherwise it won't be available 

for access. The security analysis and experimental results 

show our scheme is practical and efficient for secure data 

sharing with multi-owner in cloud computing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is probably the best stage which give 

stockpiling of information in exceptionally lesser expense 

and accessible for all time  over the web Cloud registering is 

Internet-based figuring, whereby shared assets, 

programming and data are given to PCs and gadgets on 

request. Right now are opening up the time of Cloud 

Computing, which are an Internet-based improvement and 

utilization of PC innovation. Distributed computing offers 

huge open door for new advancement, and even interruption 

of whole businesses. So Cloud registering is the since quite 
a while ago envisioned vision of figuring as an utility, where 

information proprietors can remotely store their information 

in the cloud to appreciate on-request excellent applications 

and administrations from a mutual pool of configurable 

processing assets. 

A. Cloud Service Provider: 

Cloud resembles a server to store the information and keep 

up the information safely. Cloud is worked on CSP for 

example Cloud Service Provider by them stockpiling as 

administration and gives huge capacity administrations. 

Cloud isn't completely trusted on clients. We accept that the 

cloud server is straightforward and trust them. So Cloud 

server won't malevolently erase or alter client information 

because of security of information, however clients attempt 

to learn information by utilizing own personalities of cloud. 

B. Group Sharing: 

Cloud frameworks can be utilized to empower information 

sharing capacities and this can give a few advantages to the 

client and association when the information partook in 

cloud. Since numerous clients from different associations 

contribute their information to the Cloud, the time and cost 

will be less contrasted with physically trade of information. 

Google Docs gives information sharing capacities as 

gatherings of understudies or groups taking a shot at an 

undertaking can share reports and can collaborate with one 

another effectively. This permits higher profitability 
contrasted with past techniques for regularly sending 

refreshed forms of a report to individuals from the gathering 

through email connections. Individuals are expecting 

information sharing capacity on their PCs, telephones and 

PC and so forth. Individuals love to impart their data to 

others, for example, family, associates, companions or the 

world. Understudies likewise get advantage when dealing 

with bunch ventures, as they can collaborate with 

individuals and complete work effectively. 

C. Contribution of the paper: 

 Enabling secure data group sharing in cloud to avoid 

individual data sharing cost, power and overhead 

process in encryption. 

 Including access policy for files will reduce 

unauthorized access and enables confidentiality of data. 

 There is a chance of data leakage while searching a file 

through keyword hence temporary keyword search has 
been enabled.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

D.Saritha and P.Anusha (2019), describes a secure data 

group sharing and dispersal conspire openly cloud 

dependent on trait based and coordinated discharge 

contingent identitybased communicate PRE. Our plan 

permits clients to impart information to a gathering of 

collectors by utilizing personality, for example, email and 
username at once, which would ensure information sharing 

security and accommodation out in the open cloud. Plus, 

with the utilization of fine-grained and coordinated 

discharge CPRE, our plan permits information proprietors to 

custom access strategies and time trapdoors in the ciphertext 

which could confine the scattering conditions while re-

appropriating their information. The CSP will re-encode the 

ciphertext effectively just when the traits of information 

disseminator related with the re-encryption key fulfill get to 
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approach in the underlying ciphertext and the time trapdoors 

in the underlying ciphertext are uncovered. 

John Bethencourt ET.AL (2007) describes a several 
distributed systems a client should possibly have the option 

to get to information if a client forces a specific arrangement 

of certifications or traits. In any case, on the off chance that 

any server putting away the information is undermined, at 

that point the secrecy of the information will be undermined. 

Right now present a framework for acknowledging complex 

access control on encoded information that we call 

Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption. By utilizing 

our strategies encoded information can be kept private 

regardless of whether the capacity server is untrusted; in 

addition, our techniques are secure against plot assaults. Past 

Attribute Based Encryption frameworks utilized ascribes to 
depict the encoded information and incorporated 

arrangements with client's keys; while in our framework 

credits are utilized to portray a client's accreditations, and a 

gathering scrambling information decides a strategy for who 

can decode. 

Renjith P and Sabitha S (2013), presents a study on 

information sharing and encryption in cloud. Security 

concerns become pertinent as we redistribute the capacity of 

potentially touchy information to outsider distributed 

storage. Information put away in cloud might be out of the 

blue uncovered later on because of noxious assaults on the 
cloud or thoughtless administration of cloud administrators. 

Secure information move is expected to keep up the 

information security between approved clients. The test of 

accomplishing secure information sharing is that we need to 

scramble the information and simultaneously it ought to be 

accessible to those approved customers. This is made 

conceivable through re-encryption. The re-encryption 

process changes over the ciphertext scrambled under the 

open key to an alternate figure content encoded under the 

expected beneficiary's open key. The re-encryption is secure 

just on the off chance that it doesn't create plain content in 

any of its transitional stages. The re-scrambling authority 
ought to never get any data about the mystery keys or the 

plain content during the procedure. 

Rohit Pingale et.al (2015), present a protected multi 

proprietor information sharing plan for dynamic gatherings 

in the distributed computing. By utilizing on bunch 

signature and dynamic communicate encryption systems, 

any cloud client can namelessly impart information to other 

people. Right now new model for Sharing Secure Data in 

the Cloud registering for the Multiuser Groups. Right now 

the greatest worry with cloud information stockpiling is that 

of information honesty check at untreated servers. To 
protect information security, the essential arrangement is to 

scramble information documents, and afterward transfer the 

encoded information into the cloud. To determine this issue 

as of late the best effective strategy MONA introduced for 

made sure about multi proprietor information partaking in 

anyway we distinguished a few restrictions in that 

equivalent methodology as far as dependability and 

adaptability. Thus right now are further expanding the 

essential MONA by including the unwavering quality and 

just as improving the adaptability by expanding the quantity 

of gathering supervisors progressively. 

Anila A.S and Manoj M J (2015), describes multi 

proprietor information partaking in cloud with the character 

of low upkeep, distributed computing gives a conservative 
and proficient answer for sharing gathering asset among 

cloud clients. Unfortunately, sharing information in a multi-

proprietor way while safeguarding information and 

personality security from an un-trusted cloud is yet a 

difficult issue, because of the successive difference in the 

participation. Right now, propose a safe multi proprietor 

information sharing plan, named Mona, for dynamic 

gatherings in the cloud. By utilizing bunch signature and 

dynamic communicate encryption systems, any cloud client 

can secretly impart information to other people. 

B.V.Varshini et.al (2017), describes data sharing in 

the cloud is a method that permits clients to helpfully get to 
information over the cloud. The information proprietor re-

appropriates their information in the cloud because of cost 

decrease and the extraordinary comforts gave by cloud 

administrations. Information proprietor can't power over 

their information, since cloud specialist organization is an 

outsider supplier. The fundamental emergency with 

information partaking in the cloud is the protection and 

security issues. Different procedures are accessible to help 

client protection and secure information sharing. This paper 

center around different plans to manage secure information 

sharing, for example, Data offering to advance security, 
secure information sharing for dynamic gatherings, Attribute 

based information sharing, encoded information sharing and 

Shared Authority Based Privacy-Preserving Authentication 

Protocol for get to control of re-appropriated information. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

ABE based encryption has been used to encrypt user data 

and  stored in cloud with access control list. This access 

control privileges will prevent our data unauthorized user 
access. However once an user share their data with other 

users with set of attributes if any privilege modification is 

done by co-user then data should be re-encrypted according 

to his/her attributes. This is processed by proxy re-

encryption scheme and it is employed to achieve secure data 

dissemination in cloud computing by delegating a re-

encryption key associated with the new receivers to the 

CSP. Once file is encrypted and stored in cloud with 

keyword. If user wants particular document he/she will 

search it using keyword. To enhance security the searched 

data will be available for a particular time otherwise it will 
be expired therefore it should be searched again. If the file 

does not decrypted within the particular time it will be 

expired then again the user wants to send request to the data 

owner and new key will be generated. Hence it will ensure 

user privacy from without any leakage.  
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Fig. 1: Proposed System Working 

A. Implementation steps: 

1) User role: 
Here the user role is divided into the following categories: 

data owner, data co-owner, data disseminator and data 

accessor. The data owner can choose a policy aggregation 

strategy and define an access policy to enforce 

dissemination conditions. Then he encrypts data for a set of 

receivers, and outsources the ciphertext to CSP for sharing 

and dissemination. The data co-owners tagged by data 

owner can append access policies to the encrypted data with 

CSP and generate the renewed ciphertext. The data 

disseminator can access the data and also generate the re-

encryption key to disseminate data owner’s data to others if 

he satisfies enough access policies in the ciphertext. The 
data accessor can decrypt the initial, renewed and re-

encrypted ciphertext with her or his private key. 

Data owner will transfer their document in secure 

manner through ABE encryption process. In ABE conspire 

both the client mystery key and the figure - content are 

related with a lot of traits. A client can decode the figure 

content if and just if at any rate an edge number of qualities 

cover between the figure content and client mystery key. 

Not quite the same as conventional open key cryptography, 

for example, Identity-Based Encryption, ABE is actualized 

for one-to numerous encryption in which figure writings are 
not really encoded to one specific client, it might be for 

more than one number of clients. 

2) Encryption with timing: 

In this module, data owners upload the data to cloud. Here 

data owner assigns access rights for file and assign co 

owners of data and upload it. ABE is used to encrypt the 

data; once file is encrypted it is uploading with particular 

time interval for decrypt. This timing condition will secure 

data from information leakage, such as if more number of 

user uploads data with same keyword when new user enters 

and search with particular keyword it will retrieve all cipher 

text data and it leads to privacy issues. Therefore in this 
module data is encrypted with ABE and uploaded with 

specific timing. 

B. Data sharing with condition: 

1) Full permit: All owners (including data owner and data 

co-owners) have the same right to decide the 

dissemination conditions of data. The data disseminator 

should satisfy all the access policies defined by these 

owners. 
2) Owner priority: The data owner’s decision has high 

priority, though he tags the co-owners. The data 

disseminator can disseminate the data only when he 

satisfies the access policy of data owner or all the 

access policies of data co-owners. 

3) Majority permit: The data owner firstly chooses a 

threshold value, and the data can be disseminated if and 

only if the sum of access policies satisfied by 

disseminator’s attributes is greater than or equal to this 

fixed threshold. 

The data owner produces an accessible ciphertext identified 

with a watchword and the hour of encoding as indicated by a 
planned access control arrangement, and redistributes it to 

the cloud. From that point forward, each approved 

information client chooses a discretionary time interim and 

produces a quest token for the expected watchword to 

discover the ciphertext. At that point, he/she sends the 

created token to the cloud to run the hunt activity. By 

accepting he token, the cloud searches for the archives 

contain the expected watchword. On the off chance that an 

information client's characteristics set fulfills the entrance 

tree of the information proprietor, at that point he/she can 

produce a legitimate hunt token. The cloud applies the 
produced search token to locate the relating figure writings 

which have been encoded in a period interim indicated by 

the information client. 

Finally, search results have been extracted based on 

keyword and result are retrieved to users. Even the user may 

authorized one he/she is permitted to decrypt the file with in 

particular time limit. Otherwise file time will be expired and 

user should request it again once generated key is expired 

again a new key will be generated again. The same key is 

not used again for decrypting files each and every key is 

valid for particular time limit only.  

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Enabling secure data access in group sharing by conditional 

dissemination factor in efficient way. Security against 

different encryption method and our proposed method has 

been shown in below graph and data integrity.  

 
Fig. 2: comparison graph of security and data integrity 

In below graph data leakage and data extraction has 

been described. Compared to existing algorithms our 

proposed method retrieves most accurate data with respect 
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to keyword and it reduces data leakage through temporary 

keyword search.  

 
Fig. 3: Accuracy level of data retrieval and data leakage 

comparison 

V. CONCLUSION 

In cloud computing, data security and privacy is a major 

issue. Protecting data confidentiality and privacy concern of 

multiple owner data sharing is a difficult process. Therefore 

secure data sharing in group with conditional data 

dissemination is achieved in our work. Similarly 

unauthorized user accessing data is restricted through 

attribute based accessing with access priority. To achieve 

secure data transaction and to reduce unauthorized access 

ABE was deployed. However huge number of data will be 

shared in cloud and searching particular file in accurate way 
is critical process and there is a chance for data leakage this 

can be eradicated by temporary keyword search. Hence our 

proposed work achieves maximum performance compared 

to existing works.  
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